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Coming events  
  

 

Chinese New Year dinner        6 February 2019 

Lantern making workshop      10 February 2019 

Lantern Festival        23 February 2019 

Annual General Meeting       20 March 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

Committee   

   

President  Carol Keil 6247 8231 

cjkeil@proforte.com.au 

   

Secretary   Tanja Naeher 6259 5539  

Treasurer Neil Birch 6287 4602 

Bulletin editor Jean Norman 6254 7732 

jjnorman46@grapevine.com.au   

   

Committee members John Wong  6294 0068 

 Teck Lee 6254 6814 

 Alex Olah 0490 660 738 

   

 

 

  

 

Promoting friendship and understanding between the Australian and Chinese people 

Memberships due 
 

Memberships are due on 1 January. 

Details on the last page. 
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For your diary  
 

Chinese New Year dinner 
 

A dinner to help celebrate Chinese New Year will be held 

on Wednesday 6 February at the China Tea Club, North 

Lyneham, at 7.00pm. The China Tea Club always provides 

an interesting and special banquet for this occasion($28). 

Please book by emailing acfsevent@gmail.com by Wed 

30 January. 

 
 

 

Lantern workshop and Lantern Festival 
 

The lantern workshop will be held at the Cook 

Community Hall on Sunday 10 February, and the 

Lantern Festival on Saturday 23 February in the 

Beijing Garden on the lakefront near the Chinese 

Embassy. 

 

Volunteers are needed to help out at both events.  No 

experience is necessary.  At the workshop you just need 

to help participants, both children and adults, to follow 

the printed instructions and you may have to help some 

of the children cut out shapes, apply glue etc.  It is 

always a great day as the children and their parents are 

so appreciative and everyone enjoys the day.   

For the Lantern Festival we need help setting up during 

the afternoon and also in the evening.  There are many 

different tasks: stringing up lights, putting decorations in 

the trees, preparing lanterns for sale, selling lanterns, 

helping on the information stall and registering 

participants in the hand-made lantern competition, 

distributing programs, helping performers. 

This is our biggest activity for the year and we really need 

some extra help.  Please either email 

acfsevent@gmail.com or ring Carol on 62478231. 

 

 

 

Annual General Meeting 

The Society’s Annual General Meeting will be held on 
Wednesday 20 March at 7pm at the Golden King 

restaurant, Dundas Ct, Philip.   

We are in dire need of additional committee 
members.  Our numbers fell to 7 for the last year and it 

made for a very busy and tiring year.  If you have a bit of 
spare time we would greatly appreciate having some new 

faces join us.  Committee meetings are monthly, held at 

Fast facts from the Beijing 
Review, January 2019 

▪ Increased human activity has 

damaged the Yangtze River.  To 

restore the river environment 

authorities have removed 1,254 

illegal wharfs to make way for 

green belt areas, a further 107 

wharfs upgraded to make them 

legal.  Authorities have also 

cracked down on illegal sand 

mining, chemical pollution and 

sewage disposal.  Nearly 900 

nature reserves have been 

established along the main channel 

of the Yangtze. 

▪ Construction of a 1,587 km ultra-

high voltage powerline from 

Hainan in Tibet, northwest China to 

Zhumandian in Henan, central 

China.  The line will have a 

capacity of 8 million kilowatts and 

will begin operations in 2020.  The 

electricity will be generated from 

solar wind and hydro plants.  The 

estimated 40 billion kilowatt hours 

of electricity pa will replace 18 

million tons of coal.  It is also 

expected to reduce 14,000 tons of 

dust emissions and 90,000 tons of 

sulphur dioxide. 

▪ China’s cumulative service imports 
are expected to exceed $US2.5 

trillion in the next 5 years.  This 

will account for over 10% of global 

service imports and contribute 

over 20% of global growth in the 

next 5 years.   About 55% of this 

will be travel services, Chinese 

tourists are expected to make 700 

million outbound trips as the 

country’s consumption power 

grows. 

▪ The number of rural left-behind 
children in the countryside has 

dropped by 23% to about 7 million 

in the last 2 years when the 

government started tracking the 

numbers.  The drop has been 

attributed to anti-poverty 

campaigns and rural revitalization 

strategies which helped urban 

migrants bring their children to the 

cities or encouraged them to 

return to the countryside to start 

their own businesses. 

 

 

Thanks to Neil Birch for 

compiling these. 
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various restaurants, and usually last for an hour followed by a meal. Committee tasks 
are not onerous and our busy times are around the panda competition and school 

awards and the Lantern Festival which are all very rewarding for those involved. 

If you are interested and/or would like some more information please contact me either 
by email cjkeil@proforte.com.au or phone 62478231 / 0417 041148  

 
 

Committee news, 7 January meeting 

The Committee met for the first time this year at the Southern Cross Club, 

Jamison, after discovering that the Beijing House at Hawker was closed 

(despite its website saying otherwise). 

Topics included our application for a banking device to facilitate payments 

at the Lantern Festival and other functions, the Christmas dinner, the 

lunch with Cultural Counsellor Mr Yang (some Committee members and 

some of the teachers/principals who participate in the Panda Competition), 

and a possible tour to a Horticultural Expo in China next year. We set the 

date for the AGM (20 March). 

The bulk of the time was spent working through requirements for the 
Lantern Workshop and the Lantern Festival. There are lists of tasks to be 

completed and of supplies to be brought, and these are revised every year 
in the light of previous experience. 

It was after 8.00pm when we ordered our meals, which was just as well as the 

kitchen closed at 8.30. 

We look forward to a Chinese meal at our next meeting! 

Jean Norman, filling in for Tanja 

 

24 Solar Terms: 6 things you may not know about Minor Cold 
(Chinaculture.org) Updated: 2019-01-05 

 

The traditional Chinese lunar calendar divides the year into 24 solar terms. 

Minor Cold (Chinese: 小寒), the 23rd solar term, begins this year on Jan 5 

and ends on Jan 19. 

mailto:cjkeil@proforte.com.au
mailto:cjkeil@proforte.com.au
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/m/shandong/shandongculture/2019-01/05/content_27867561_2.htm
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During Minor Cold, most areas in China have entered the bitter cold stage 
of winter. The ground and rivers are frozen. The cold air from the north 

moves southward continuously. 

Here are six things you should know about Minor Cold. 

Sanjiu. Although "Minor Cold" means less cold than the following solar 
term, "Major Cold", there is an old saying in China that goes, "The days 

of the Sanjiu period are the coldest days." "Sanjiu period" refers to the 
third nine-day period (the 19th-27th days) after the day of the Winter 
Solstice, which is in Minor Cold. Actually Minor Cold is normally the 

coldest period of winter. It is important to keep warm during this period. 

 
Food for Minor Cold. [Photo/IC] 

 

Cuisines fit for Minor Cold. From the perspective of dietary health care, 
during Minor Cold people should eat some hot food to benefit the body and 
defend against the invasion of cold weather — hot foods like trout, pepper, 

cinnamon, leeks, fennel and parsley. Now is the best time to have hot pot 
and braised mutton with soy sauce. But it is sensible to notice that too 

much spicy food may cause acute gastritis. 

Winter exercise. There is an old Chinese saying that goes, "Get exercise in 
the coldest days of winter." Generally, Minor Cold is the coldest period in 
China, which is the best time for exercising and improving one’s physique. 

To keep warm, the children of China have special games to play, such as 
hoop rolling and the cockfighting game. 

Eating huangyacai. In Tianjin, there is a custom to have huangyacai, a 

kind of Chinese cabbage, during Minor Cold. There are large amounts of 
Vitamins A and B in huangyacai. As huangyacai is fresh and tender, it is fit 

for frying, roasting and braising. 

Eating glutinous rice. According to tradition, the Cantonese eat glutinous 
rice in the morning during Minor Cold. Cantonese people add some fried 

preserved pork, sausage and peanuts and mix them into the rice. According 
to the theories of Traditional Chinese Medicine, glutinous rice has the effect 
of tonifying the spleen and stomach in the cold season. 

Eating vegetable rice. In ancient times, people in Nanjing took Minor Cold 
quite seriously, but as time went by, the celebration of Minor Cold gradually 
faded. However, the custom of eating vegetable rice is still followed today. 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/m/shandong/shandongculture/2019-01/05/content_27867561_3.htm
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The rice is steamed and is unspeakably delicious. Among the ingredients, 
aijiaohuang (a kind of green vegetable), sausage and salted duck are the 

specialties in Nanjing. 

 

 

Letter from Zhanjiang 

Slow to come, fast to arrive: our new high-speed train 

Roger Arnold 

During my first ever visit to China back in 1994, I joined a couple of young 
Chinese scientists to embark on a road-trip from Guangzhou to Zhanjiang. 

It was an epic journey: the 600 km trip took us 1½ days of weaving along 
a 2 lane road, dodging legendary potholes, endless heavily laden blue 
trucks, buffalo carts, bicycles and lots more as we passed through 

picturesque, arcadian countryside of western Guangdong. Despite our slow 
rate of progress, I thoroughly enjoyed it all.  

By the time I moved to China to live in 2006, a 4-lane expressway had 
been constructed to Zhanjiang, reducing travel time from Guangzhou to 
around 6 hours, or a bit less on a good day. After moving to Zhanjiang in 

2009, I became a frequent traveller on this expressway – usually aboard 
express buses. Rarely a month would pass without me riding a bus to 

Guangzhou, either for work or social reasons. In the early days of such 
escapades, I often marvelled at the convenience the expressway had 
brought, memories of the epic Guangzhuo-Zhanjiang road-trips of the 

mid-1990s were etched clearly into my brain. Whilst there is also a train 
line servicing the same route, expresses buses offered much greater 

convenience – the trains between these two cities were slow and, until 
recently, always seem to run on the most inconvenient possible 
timetables. 

But whilst I marvelled at the convenience of the expressway, I also looked 
to the future with optimism and excitement. Back in 2008 the first of 

China’s high-speed rail lines had commenced operations, and thereafter 

Chinese media often carried reports of grandiose plans for an extensive 
network of high-speed rail throughout this country. Such excitement was 

egged on when, in 2009, I noticed a new bridge under construction just 
outside of Zhanjiang; it was a bridge for the ‘upcoming’ high-speed rail 

line that would connect us to Guangzhou.  

Once that bridge was finished, I assumed that our high-speed rail line 
would surely be soon to commence operations. It’s a good thing I am 

stubbornly optimistic; whispers and snippets in the media over the 
following 8 years continued to assure me that construction of this high-

speed line to Zhanjiang was progressing. But, as a dampener on my 
enthusiasm, I could never find a clear timetable for its completion.  

Even so, optimism for the high-speed rail line’s completion was also 

buoyed by advertisements and promotional materials for many major real 
around Zhanjiang. Such materials almost always seemed to feature 

images of futuristic fast-trains. And, such optimism and enthusiasm spread 
well beyond the real estate sector; even our local supermarket started 

selling t-shirts with an image of a fast-train rocketing away from 
Zhanjiang. estate developments  

Any suspicion I had of completion of our high-speed rail line was a bit of a 

mirage – forever disappearing further into the distance – was finally 
assuaged by Zhanjiang’s Deputy Mayor at a Chinese National Day function  
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I attended here back in October 
2017. With a big smile, the Deputy 

Mayor declared that the high-speed 
train from Zhanjiang to Guangzhou 
would commence operation by June 

2018. This was fantastic news; at 
last a definite date had been 

announced and this brought much 
anticipation and excitement to my 
friends and I here in Zhanjiang. 

Soon after the Deputy Mayor’s big 
announcement, I noticed frenetic 

construction activity around a site 
out in the countryside, just a few 
kilometres west of Zhanjiang’s 

urban area. Magically, almost 
overnight, the structure of a 

massive new railway station seemed 
to rise from among rice paddies and 
lychee groves – the new station to 

service the high-speed trains was to 
be a really serious affair and one 

that would rival most major railway 
stations in Australia.   

But, as the Deputy Mayor’s deadline 

drew closer, I started to wonder 
whether our high-speed train could 

actually start on time. Though work 
on the station continued at a 

frenetic pace in the early months of 
2018, just as it did work on some 
major rail viaducts just outside of 

Zhanjiang, as the June deadline 
loomed large all those work sites 

seemed impossibly far from 
finished.  

But, I was soon to be proved 

insufficiently optimistic. In mid-June 
I received an invitation from the Zhanjiang government: my wife and I were asked to 

join a hand-picked group of city residents to ride the inaugural high-speed train service 
from Zhanjiang to Guangzhou and back. Oh what joy: long held dreams were about to 
turn into reality! 

However, as the late June date initially given for the inaugural ride approached, the trip 
was pushed back a few days. And then it was pushed back again by a few days more. 

To me, this was perfectly understandable: getting a high-speed train service up and 
running on a new line must involve an incredible web of engineering and technological 
complexities. And, getting it ready by the June deadline must have involved countless 

long workdays and 7-day work weeks for a huge number of people. But, despite the 
pushbacks, on 30th of June it actually happened; the Deputy Mayor’s deadline was 

actually met! This was an effort that deserved a huge vote of congratulations. 

Our ride on the inaugural service turned out to be a fantastic excursion. After some 
ceremonies and a suitable amount of pomp at the new Zhanjiang station, we boarded 

the train in the company of a band of other enthusiastic guests. Everyone was in very 
high spirits as our sleek new train rocketed smoothly through the countryside heading 

eastwards at speeds of 200 km/hr and more. Our outward trip to Guangzhou South 
station took just 2½ hours – an astonishingly short and comfortable journey compared 
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to the 6 to 8 hours I was used to spending 
folded into a cramped seat on express 

buses plying much the same route. 

On our inaugural journey, the return run 
from Guangzhou back home to Zhanjiang 

took nearly an hour longer. But, that was 
for good reasons; the train stopped at 

almost every station along the way, 
providing us opportunities to get out and 
survey the other gleaming new stations 

along the route that we had whizzed passed 
earlier that same day. 

Interestingly, one of the ID codes for the 
inaugural service we enjoyed on that 
Saturday was ‘EMU1’, which seemed 

incredibly apt and made me think of the 
lyrics from some great Australian song: 

''Emu can't fly but I'm telling you he can run 
the pants off a kangaroo.'' Indeed, it may 
be that the high-speed train doesn’t actually 

fly but it certainly ‘runs the pants off’ road 
travel, be it by car or express bus.  

Now, several months has passed since the 
opening of our new high-speed train service 
and in that time not a month has passed 

without me riding the (high-speed) rails 
between here and Guangzhou. Each time I embark on this journey, I find great delight 

in being able to travel so swiftly in great comfort; Chinese high-speed trains provide a 
surprisingly smooth ride in reasonably quiet carriages with really comfortable, spacious 

seats. But whilst I delight in the new service to Guangzhou, I still continue to look 
optimistically to the future. Already there are plans for other new lines to connect 
Zhanjiang with other cities such as Xian and Shenzhen, and some of these lines are 

already well under construction. 

 

 

Hitting a High Note: Music heralds the beginning of an era of great 

changes  

By Tang Yuankai |Beijing Review NO. 52 DECEMBER 27, 2018  

Fu Yu, a music teacher in Beijing, is glad that he is a contemporary and 
beneficiary of reform and opening up. "It gave me access to music from all 

around the world and the opportunity to run a piano school for children," 
the 44-year-old said. 

When Fu was 10, his father gave him a tape recorder as a birthday gift. It 

was as heavy as a brick and cost 100 yuan ($45.5 then), more than one 
month's salary for his father at that time. "My father hoped I would learn 

English with the recorder. But I used it to secretly listen to music," he 
confessed. 

Homeland Love was the first popular song he listened to on the recorder. It 

was first sung by renowned singer Li Guyi and released at the end of 1979. 
The heartfelt lyrics and the singer's breathy voice made it touching and 
strikingly different from most songs at that time. Hailed as the first pop 

song on the Chinese mainland, the popularity of Homeland Love was a 
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signal of reform and opening up in China's music community. After that, 
pop music became part of Chinese lives. 

Fu still has the old tape containing Homeland Love. "The songs on that tape 
were evidence of the beginning of a new era. Reform and opening up improved 
our lives and changed our taste in music," he said. 

 

The Berlin Philharmonic at a concert in Shanghai on November 16, 2017 (XINHUA) 

Access to Western music 

For the Chinese classical music circles, 1979 was a historic year. Many big 

names in the Western classical music world visited China that year. Seiji 
Ozawa, a prestigious Japanese conductor who was born in China, came 

back to China with the Boston Symphony Orchestra in March. Three months 
later, American violinist Isaac Stern staged two concerts in Beijing and 
Shanghai. Stern's visit was viewed as a milestone in the history of Western 

culture breaking into China. The visit later became part of a documentary, 
From Mao to Mozart: Isaac Stern in China, directed by Murray Lemer. It 

won the Academy Award for Best Documentary in 1981. 

Four months later, two more musicians, Yehudi Menuhin, an American-born 
violinist and conductor, and Austrian conductor Herbert von Karajan, were 

invited to visit China successively. They helped open a wider window for 
Chinese classical music lovers. 

In the meantime, the Chinese got closer to Western pop music. On April 10, 
1985, Wham! held a concert in the Beijing Workers' Gymnasium, then the 

largest venue in the capital. The British pop duo became the first Western 
pop band to perform on the Chinese mainland. The ticket cost 5 yuan ($1.7 

then), then one 10th of the average monthly income of Chinese urban 
residents. But even the steep price couldn't keep music lovers away. Many 

queued up for hours to buy a ticket although most of them had never heard 
of Wham!. The concert was a huge success. The music rocked the 
gymnasium, though the audience was stunned by the novelty of it and the 

dancers in their extravagant costumes. Most people then living on the 
Chinese mainland wore plain clothes in green and grey. 

"Wham!'s Beijing concert was part of the reform and opening-up drive," 

Mao Danqing, an author born in Beijing and now living in Japan, said. Mao 
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was a Peking University student at that time. "What Wham! brought was a 
way of life that many Chinese youth admired at that time," Mao added. 

The show had an impact on many Chinese musicians, such as Cui Jian, aka 

the "godfather of Chinese rock 'n' roll", and Dou Wei, former lead singer of 
the renowned rock band Black Panther. The next year, Cui, then 25, belted 

out his now famous song Nothing to My Name on stage at a concert in 
Beijing. The song is widely regarded as the first landmark in the history of 
Chinese rock 'n' roll. 

 

Ye Xiaogang, President of the Chinese Musicians' Association, speaks at a press 

conference for a concert of his compositions at Lincoln Center in New York City, the 

United States, in September 2013 (XINHUA) 

A new force 

In the following decades, many Chinese pop songs emerged and won 

universal praise, according to Xie Jiaxing, a professor at the Central 
Conservatory of Music (CCM) in Beijing. Concerts were frequently held and 

pop music was offered as a major in many colleges and universities. 

Many prospective musicians became students of the music conservatories 
and colleges that had been closed for 10 years because of the "cultural 

revolution" (1966-76). "The reform and opening-up policy changed the 
destiny of our generation," Ye Xiaogang, President of the Chinese Musicians' 
Association, said. Ye, a worker in the 1970s, put down the tools he had 

been using for six years and took up the pen to sit for the college entrance 
exam in 1978. He became a CCM composition major student. He is also one 

of the first batch of Chinese composers who were sent abroad for advanced 
studies after the launch of reform and opening up in 1978. In April 2018, 

four of Ye's symphony scores were performed at the National Center for the 
Performing Arts in Beijing. 

Many of Ye's classmates at the CCM have also become big names in China, 
including Tan Dun, the composer and conductor known for his scores for the 

Ang Lee film Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon. Tan's scores won the 
Academy Award for Best Original Score in 2001. 
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"The years of reform and opening up have seen a boom in Chinese 
symphony compositions. Many Chinese composers are integrating Chinese 

musical elements and foreign techniques, creating masterpieces," Yang 
Yandi, a professor at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music, said. 

An example is Bao Yuankai, a composer and professor at Xiamen University. 

Some of his scores combine Chinese musical elements such as the Peking 
Opera with Western symphonies. 

Zhao Jiping, another renowned composer, has also created many melodies 
with distinctive Chinese styles. He was fond of collecting folk songs in the 

northwestern province of Shaanxi and during his tenure as president of the 
Xi'an Conservatory of Music, started a folk song class. He also established a 

research center to study music in northwest China, reviving a large number 
of endangered folk music pieces. 

In 2004, China ratified the UNESCO Convention for the Safeguarding of the 

Intangible Cultural Heritage. From then on, the folk music preservation 
efforts of Zhao and many others have received greater attention and 
support. "China has scaled up its efforts to protect intangible cultural 

heritage and achieved impressive outcomes," Xie said. 

Thanks to Teck Lee for the link to this item. 

 

Paddy and dinosaur park in Hainan to attract 600,000 
tourists 

China Plus Published: 2018-03-27 17:06:12  

 
Photo shows dinosaur models in a paddy field at sunset in Paddy Field National Park, Haitang 

Bay, Sanya, Hainan, March 26, 2018. [Photo: ChinaPlus/Ge Anna] 
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Authorities in charge of Paddy Field National Park in Haitang Bay, Hainan 
Province, say they anticipate attracting 600,000 tourists through 2018. 

The park is the largest agri-tourism park in the city of Sanya. 

It's divided into two main sections.  One includes renowned agricultural 
scientist Yuan Longping's research centre.  The other is the Nanfan 
Comprehensive Experimental Base, which is also an agricultural research 

centre. 

The scientific park also includes a dinosaur boulevard, including 323 models 
of different dinosaurs discovered in China lined up on the side of the road.  

Paddies dating back to the Cretaceous period in Earth's history have also 
been found in the area of the park. But unlike the dinosaurs which died out, 
the paddy fields have survived into today, and provide a significant source 

for growing food. 

 
Photo shows a dinosaur model at sunset in the Paddy Field National Park, Haitang Bay, Sanya, 

Hainan, March 26, 2018. [Photo: ChinaPlus/Ge Anna] 

Since opening to the public in October, 2017, the park has already received 
over 30,000 tourists. 

Park officials hope to increase the number of visitors to as many as one 
million in the coming three years. 

[I saw a picture of this in a magazine, and wish we had been taken there on 
the recent Friendship Forum trip – Jean Norman.] 
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Australia China Friendship Society ACT Branch — membership application form  

 Annual subscriptions are due on 1 January and are current until 31 December of the same year.  The 
monthly Bulletin is included in the subscription and is distributed by email.  
 

Subscription rates, payable to the Treasurer, PO Box 530, Civic Square ACT 2608
 
 are:   

Single $20   Family $35   Centrelink Concession Holder: Individual $15 and Family $25 

    

Name(s)……………………………………………….....................................  

  

Address……………………………………………………………………..……
  

  

  

……………………………………………….………… Postcode  ……………  

  

Email………………………………………………………………………………  

    

Phone (home) ………………… (work) ………………… Mobile ……………………  

    

Renewal    New Member   

    

Direct Credit Details:  

Beyond Bank  
BSB: 325-185  

A/C No. 03411481  
A/C Name: ACFS ACT  
          Branch Inc  

Ref: Your name  
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